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OUTSIDE EXPECTATIONS
Whether you’re looking for a security gate for privacy or to embellish your home with 

a gate that matches your architecture and landscape, our driveway gates have the 
quality of design and workmanship you’re accustomed to with Walpole Outdoors. 
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THE WALPOLE DIFFERENCE

Timeless Craftsmanship. For almost a century, Walpole Outdoors
has been creating beautifully crafted fences, gates, pergolas, arbors, 
and more in our North American workshop. Whether you prefer 
low-maintenance solid cellular vinyl or wood, every product is 
shaped, mitered, and routered using the same methods that we have 
employed for generations. 

We combine these timeless traditional methods with cutting-edge 
engineering in our state-of-the-art New England facilities, where 
we produce our wide range of classical and contemporary designs. 
Because we design, engineer, and craft the majority of our products 
in-house, we control the level of quality that our customers experience.

Inventive Solutions. Walpole Outdoors has a proud legacy of 
innovation, beginning with our first wood designs and dependable 
structures in the 1930s. As solid cellular vinyl became known as a wood 
alternative for planks and trim, Walpole Outdoors was the first to 
engineer a full line of structural outdoor products crafted out of this 
durable material. 

And because it is meant to look and feel like wood, we spent 
two years collaborating with a leading coatings manufacturer to 
develop a unique high-performance coating recognized for its 
aesthetic value and natural resemblance to wood. 

This spirit of innovation lives on in everything we do. Our design 
consultants and project engineers approach each project with this 
same curiosity and inventiveness, dedicated to finding the best 
solution to the most complex of situations. 

Custom Design Solutions. The complimentary service of 
our design consultants and engineers is part of every Walpole 
Outdoors experience, ensuring that each customer’s vision 
for outdoor living is brought to life with our incredible catalog 
of styles and infinite customization options. Our expert staff 
can work from your professional drawings, simple sketches, 
photographs, or ideas, to create the one-of-a-kind outdoor 
structures that perfectly complement your taste, needs, and the 
architecture of your home or business.

An evolving legacy of craftsmanship and innovation

We’re proud to make

100%
of our products in our own 
North American workshop.
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From start to finish, the Walpole Outdoors team 
works closely with our customers to ensure that 
projects are designed and executed flawlessly. Our 
design consultants meet with you on site to discuss 
your style preferences, identify operator system 
requirements, and review existing site conditions. 
We offer a wide assortment of standard driveway 
gate options, always with the option for a more 
customized design. 

Once the gate is fabricated in our New England 
workshop and delivered on site, an experienced 
team ensures that the gate is installed properly, 
including the operator system. An annual 
maintenance contract is also offered to provide 
regular service throughout the year.

Gate Styles
Whether it’s a classic Chestnut Hill or a more 
contemporary Horizontal Board gate, our 
dedicated team will make sure your project is 
completed with the attention to detail for which 
Walpole Outdoors is known. We have included on 
the following pages descriptions of our standard 
gate styles, as well as available design options.

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
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A classic gate style that beautifully combines practicality with charm and grace. 

CHESTNUT HILL PICKET

Arch will vary with width and height

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: straight top with masonry columns; Right: scalloped top with Wenham pillars
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CHESTNUT HILL PICKET
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With its strong vertical lines, there’s an orderly stateliness to this popular and enduring style.

WESTCHESTER PICKET

Arch will vary with width and height

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: arched top with Darien pillars; Right: scalloped top with Wenham pillars
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WESTCHESTER PICKET
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This gate style adds a contemporary note to our classic picket with its orderly top cap.

CAPPED PICKET

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: straight top with Wenham pillars; Top right: scalloped top with masonry columns; Bottom right: arched top with Wenham pillars
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A dignified and practical gate that delivers privacy and security.

UNIVERSAL BOARD

HEIGHT  4’H to 8’H
WIDTH    12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: scalloped top with masonry columns; Top right: arched top with masonry columns; Bottom right: straight top with masonry columns
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A superb combination of security and contemporary elegance.

HORIZONTAL BOARD

HEIGHT  4’H to 8’H
WIDTH    12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: straight top with masonry columns; Right: straight top with masonry columns
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HORIZONTAL BOARD
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CHIPPENDALE
This distinctive gate adds architectural interest with a unique pattern.

HEIGHT  4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Lattice bottom grid with masonry columns
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SINGLE ARM BARRIER
A simple yet elegant solution to announce a property border.

HEIGHT  3’H to 3.5’H
WIDTH    12’W to 20’W
SHOWN  Embedded steel core in masonry columns
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A Lattice Topper adds style to a stately board fence, creating privacy with a light and airy style.

UNIVERSAL BOARD WITH LATTICE TOPPER

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: arched top with Wenham pillars; Right: straight top with Wenham pillars
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UNIVERSAL BOARD WITH LATTICE TOPPER

WalpoleOutdoors.com 21
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A paneled bottom adds privacy and elegance to this classic gate style.

PANELED BOTTOM WITH PICKET TOP

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 18’W
SHOWN  Above: straight top with Darien pillars; Right: scalloped top with Bostonian pillars
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PANELED BOTTOM WITH PICKET TOP
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POST & RAIL
A sturdy, orderly gate that protects your driveway with authority.

HEIGHT  3’H to 5’H
WIDTH  12’W to 20’W
SHOWN 3-rail with Bostonian pillars
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FARM STYLE POST & RAIL
With its unpretentious lines, this three-rail farm gate is functional as well as delightful.

HEIGHT  3’H to 5’H
WIDTH  12’W to 24’W
SHOWN 3-rail with Darien pillars and custom caps
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Neat, trim lines make these steel or aluminum gates an ideal border for any property, combining security and elegance.

METAL

HEIGHT 4’H to 8’H
WIDTH  12’W to 28’W
SHOWN  Arched steel with masonry columns
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Walpole Outdoors also offers a wide variety of custom design options for you to choose from as you consider your home’s architecture, 
landscape, and your need for privacy. Our choices include everything from formal, square-edged and rustic, to antique reproduction and 
contemporary in a choice of wood, solid cellular vinyl—or a hybrid of the two—as well as in ornamental steel. A free fence consultation with a 
Walpole Outdoors expert is invaluable as you review styles and options.

CUSTOM DESIGN
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CUSTOM GATES
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GATE CONFIGURATIONS

GATE STYLE
 TOP PILLARS HEIGHT WIDTH PAINT COLOR

STRAIGHT ARCHED SCALLOPED WENHAM DARIEN BOSTONIAN MASONRY MIN MAX MIN MAX STANDARD CUSTOM

CHESTNUT HILL PICKET • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
WESTCHESTER PICKET • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
CAPPED PICKET • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
UNIVERSAL BOARD • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
HORIZONTAL BOARD • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
CHIPPENDALE • • • • • • • 4’ 6’ 12’ 18’ • •
UNIVERSAL BOARD + 
LATTICE TOPPER • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
PANELED BOTTOM + 
PICKET TOP • • • • • • • 4’ 8’ 12’ 18’ • •
SINGLE ARM BARRIER • — — • • • • 3’ 3.5’ 12’ 20’ • •
POST & RAIL • — — • • • • 3’ 5’ 12’ 20’ • •
POST & RAIL - FARM • — — • • • • 3’ 5’ 12’ 24’ • •
METAL • • • — — — • 4’ 8’ 12’ 28’ • —
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GATE SELECTION PROCESS
PILLAR STYLES
Choose from one of the standard pillar styles below, or work with a Walpole 
Outdoors consultant for custom design options.

Darien Wenham Bostonian Masonry Column

AUTOMATIC OPERATOR SYSTEM OPTIONS

FAAC 400 EG
Above ground hydraulic swing arm gate operator

FAAC 750
In-ground hydraulic gate operator

Video and Telephone Access Entry

SITE VISIT
Walpole consultant meets customer on site to review 
site conditions and size requirements.

DESIGN CONSULTATION
Walpole consultant helps customer select preferred 
gate style and materials, including pillar post and 
lantern options.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Walpole consultant and customer review available 
operating systems and make a selection. 

QUOTE
Once size, style, material, and technical requirements 
are finalized, Walpole consultant provides customer 
with a quote for approval. 

INSTALLATION
Walpole consultant and customer select an installation 
date. Walpole team manages coordination of trades 
and installs gate. Quality check performed.

MAINTENANCE
Walpole offers a bi-annual maintenance contract 
to ensure driveway gate stays in top-performing 
condition all year round.
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255 Patriot Place 
Foxborough, MA 02035
(888) 495-4644
walpoleoutdoors.com

VISIT WALPOLEOUTDOORS.COM                         
Find even more inspiration, learn about Walpole’s unique 
capabilities, and purchase items to be shipped nationwide 
from our online catalog.

CALL (888) 495-4644 
Talk to us today for your free in-person or virtual 
professional design consultation.

©2023 Walpole Outdoors

STOP BY A WALPOLE OUTDOORS SHOWROOM 
Walpole Outdoors has showrooms across the country, 
including locations in CT, FL, MA, MO, NC, NH, NJ, 
NY, PA, RI, SC, VA. Here you can see Walpole Outdoors’ 
products and structures on display and speak with a 
knowledgeable consultant.

Ask your local showrooms about installation and delivery 
of your products.


